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Let N  and F  be any two arbitrary groups. A group G is said to be an extension 
of N  by F ,  if G contains A/" as a normal subgroup such that G/N  is isomorphic with 
F.  The problem of group extensions is to construct and investigate all extensions of 
a given AT by a given F,  As is well known, the conditions to determine every 
extension were first given by 0. Schreier^^, and afterwards by K. Shoda^^ in another 
way.
For the construction of an extension G oi N  hy F , it seems to be natural and 
convenient to represent it by a permutation group, because any group can be repre­
sented isomorphically by a permutation group and the associative law holds trivially 
for permutations^^.
In §1, we shall consider every extension of N  by F ,  representing it by a per­
mutation group of one and the same set of objects, and see that there exists the 
universal group that contains the isomorphic copy of every extension of AT by F,
As an application of our method of consideration, we shall see in §2  that the 
existence of the splitting group^^ is proved for every extension oi N  hy F  without 
any additional assumption on N  and F,
§1. Universal extension group.
Elements of N  will be denoted by I, n, m, / , . . . ,  and elements of F  by I, a, r, 
p , ... respectively. If G is an extension of N  by F, we may choose a set of repre­
sentatives U^  of the cosets of N  in G, corresponding to the element a oi F  under the 
isomorphism between G /N  and F, and write G =  XI u^N. Then we have, following 
0. Schreier, a factor set (So-,c^,r) in N  with a set of automorphisms of N  such 
that
( I )  =M<rTC<r.T(c,r,T6A^), ^ N ) ,
C 2 ) CfJ ^ tpCt — Cfjr C(t\  Cfj  ^tj
1) Cf. e. g. H. Zassenhaus [6 ], p. 90.
2) Cf. K. Shoda [5].
3) For the construction of free products of groups, B. L. van der Waerden used this idea 
in his paper “ Free products of groups,” Amer. J. Math. vol. 70 (1948) pp. 527-528. The 
writer is grateful to Prof. K. Asano, who suggested this idea to be applicable also for 
group extensions. Cf. K. Asano [I ] .
4) Cf. § 2 below or H. Zassenhaus [6], p. 98.
and the product of two element n and Ur m oi G is given by the equality
u ^ n - u ^ m  —  U ^ j C ^
Hence, if we consider the right regular representation of G by permutations in the 
usual way, the permutation, which corresponds to the element Ur m of G, is
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Now, taking the set M of all the symbols ((7, w), a n^ Ny we shall consider
the group of all the permutations of M. It is easily proved that the mappings of 
M  into itself
^ ( r ) :  (f;, ^ e F
and n { m ) : {a, n ) n m )  , m ^ N
are all permutations in and that they satisfy the relations
<P(t)(pCo) =  (P(Tp)TT(Cr^p), (p-\T)TT(m)(p(T)=:TT(m^r) ^
<p(l) =  7r(6ri,i), 7t(l)7T(m) =  Tt(Im) ^
according to the properties (2) of the factor set (S^, t).
Therefore, if we denote by 5^  the group generated in by the permutations 
Tt(m)y m^Ny and by ® the group generated in by the permutations ^ (r ), T ^ F  
and TT(m), m 6 AT together, it is easily seen that 5^  is isomorphic with AT, and that (8 
is an extension of 5^  by which is isomorphic with the given extension G oi N  hy F .
Thus all extensions G oi N  hy F  can be embedded isomorphically in one and 
the same permutation group
Now we shall consider the group IX generated in by the following three kinds 
of permutations :
t: ( t) : (Oy n) (err, n)
Tt{A^} : (oy n) (a, n^ a-)
Ti{m ]^ : (a, n) (oy nm^)y
where is an automorphism of N  and m  ^ is an element of N. Then U contains 
(p(r)y Tz(m) of ® for every extension G. Indeed, Tz(m) is a special Tt[m ]^ such that 
m ^ ^ m  for each a, and, since
(aTy Cg-^  T =  (<^ Ty r^C) =  (oTy ty}s  ^ r^) — ((^ T y n^ ^^ crrC^  ^ r) ,
we see that (p( t) — Tz{S^^S^r)'n:[c^^r}n(T), Thus the group IX, which is determined 
only by AT and Fy contains in it an isomorphic copy of every extension of N  by F .  
According to this property, we shall call IX the universal extension group o f  N  by F ,  
This group Il has a simple structure relative to N  and F .
The set 5 *^ of all the permutations Ti{m^ ]y m ^^N  forms a subgroup of IX, and, 
for each t ^ F ,  the subset of 5R*, which consists of all the permutations Ti{m^} such
that =  I for a r , forms a normal subgroup of 5^ .^ Since the permutations 
(r , w )-> (r , nnir^y for a fixed r and nir^N, yields the right regular representation of 
N, is isomorphic with N. It is also obvious that is generated by all %  and 
that and Wr — U 5^ 1^  have only the identical permutation in common. Hence
is the complete direct product of all r ^ F :
^r =  N  for each r (E/".
T r^
Let us denote by the subgroup of U generated by all the permutations tt{A^}, 
and n{m^}, and by ©r the subgroup of which is generated by and all the 
permutations 7z{A^] such that is the identical automorphism of N  for a-=^ r^,
Since the permutations ( r ,  w) -> (r , for a fixed r, yields an isomorphic repre­
sentation of the automorphism group of AT, we see that ©t is isomorphic with the 
holomorph H  oi N  and accordingly is a normal subgroup of And, analogously 
as in the case of is shown to be the complete direct product of all ©t , “t  ^T”' :
€>* == n  ©r, for eachT r^
Moreover, since we have
7r“^(r)7r{i4^}7r(r) =  n{Ar~^^} ,
7r-'(r)7r{m^}7T(r) ,
the subgroups €>* and 5 *^ are both normal subgroups of U.
Finally, if we denote by 55 the subgroup of U which is generated by the permu­
tations 7r(r), T € Fy it is obvious that 35 is isomorphic with P  and that U =  55©"^ ,
As the result of the consideration above, we obtain
T h e o r e m  I .  There exists the universal extension group Vi o f N hy F  such that
1) fo r  any extension G o f N  by F ,  Vi contains an isomorphic copy ® o f  G,
2) U contains In it two subgroups 35 and § *  with the following properties:
i ) 35/ 5 isomorphic with F ,
ii ) § *  is a normal subgroup of U and is the complete direct product of
r ^ F ,  where each Qr is isomorphic with the holomorph H  o f  AT, 
and iii) U =  35€>* 35 H €>* =  I.
§2. Splitting groups.
If an extension G of iV by F  contains a subgroup V such that G ^ V N  and 
VnA/' =  I, the extension G is said to split over N.  Given an extension G of A^  by 
Fy a group G is called to be a splitting group of G, when G contains G and a normal 
subgroup N  such that N  ^ N ,  G ~  GN and the extension G splits over N,
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E. Artin proved first the existence of a splitting group in the case of abelian 
Also in the case of nonabelian N, T. seki and R. Baer®  ^ constructed splitting groups 
independently in their own ways.
According to the result in §1 , we may restrict our attension to extensions @ of 
by r  embedded in U. We see that the universal extension group H itself is a com­
mon splitting group o f every extension % of by F ,  Indeed, for every extension (S 
of 5^1 by U =  and IX splits over since 53 Q =  I, 53 ^  F .
However, if we consider the normal subgroup 5^ * of U investigated in § I, it can 
be proved that the group is also a splitting group of the extension ® of
hy r ,  To do this, we take the permutations
since {aZj =  ( a^r, =  (<yr, it is easily verified that
(p(r)(p(p) — (p(rp) and that the group 2B generated by (/’( r ) ,  r 6 /^, is isomorphic with 
r  and
If we set O(t ') =  O(^ t) is obviously the permutation ((/,w) (<r, nCaT~\r')
and therefore belongs to 5 *^. Hence we have
Therefore =  @5^* is proved to be a spliting group of
We remark here that, if we set @ U where by 5^  is denoted the group 
generated by 5^  and /9(r), (3 is also a splitting group Because, ^ (r), 0 ( r )
and ^ (r) satisfy the relations
<p( ’^ ')(pCo) =  <p(Tp')7:(iCr^ p'), (P(T)(PCp )^(PCtp) , (pCr) = ^ ( r ) / ? ( r ) ,  
and accordingly we have
0-\Tp)7zCCr^p)-(p'\p)dCr)(pCp)-0Cp)  =  I ,
therefore is a normal subgroup of @ and (S =  =  I.
5^  is, in general, part of 5^ * but the construction of 5^  depends on the individual 
extension @ considered. On the contrary, 5^ * is determined, not depending on @, only 
by N  and P . And 5^ * has such a simple structure as is studied in § 1 .
Thus we have
T h e o r e m  2. The universal extension group U  o f N  by F  contains in it a normal 
subgroup with the following properties:
i ) fo r any extension of by F ,  == is a splitting group o f  ®, 
and i i ) 5^ 1* is the complete direct product o / , r e F ,  where each is 
isomorphic with N.
As an immediate consequence, we have
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5) Cf. H. Zassenhaus [6 ]  p. 98. Also cf. B. H. Neumann [3J.
6) Cf. R. Baer [2 ]  and T. Seki [4 ].
C o r o l l a r y  3. For any extension G of N hy F , there exists a splitting group G* of 
G with the splitting kernel N '^ such that
1 ) when G is a finite groups then G"^  is also o f finite order,
2 ) when N  is an abelian group, then is also abelian, and
3 ) when N  is locally infinite, then is also locally infinite.
The spiliting groups, which are constructed and investigated by E. Artin [6 ], 
R. Baer [2 ]  and B. H. Neumann [3 ]  respectively, have the properties 2) and 3) but 
not I). The splitting group of T. Seki [4 ] has the property I )  but not 2). However 
each of those can not be regarded as the special case of what we have obtained.
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